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BAE0911- Programmable 22 i/o 
 1-Wire slave device  

i/o, adc, pwm, counters, FLASH memory, i²c, spi, uart, analog comparator, Automation Engine   
Microcontroller based 1-wire slave for flexible solutions. 

 Overview 

This 1-Wire slave chip adds many i/o capabilities and interfaces to your 1-Wire network.  
The Automation Engine supports a familiar Basic-like programming language that allows to define autonomous 
behaviors.  
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 Main Features 

 22 i/o pins allows mixed functions selectable among 

 22 pio TTL digital input/output  with changed latch bit 

 6 up/down 32bit encoders 

 Four 16 bit PWM (pulse width modulation) from 0.1Hz to 10MHz 

 Four 16 bit  capture input shared with PWM 

 16 ADC inputs at 10 bit resolution  (0 to 5V range) 

 6 interrupt based  32bit counters  (up to 5KHz) 

 12 additional  32bit counters  (up to 100Hz) 

 One analog comparator with output on compare 

 Extended connectivity  

 One buffered TTL serial port (RX/TX) baud rate from 50 to 1000.000 bauds 

 I²C master interface up to 1Mbit/s 

 SPI master interface (aka four wires) up to 1MHz 

 Standard speed 1-Wire slave interface with unique ROM serial number 

 Advanced features 

 Firmware upgradable via 1-wire bus. 
The chip firmware is contained in FLASH and can be upgraded directly from 1-wire bus. 

 Automation Engine: allows to embed Basic-like programs for autonomous behavior 

 Calibrated 32 bit counter clock (typical deviation 0.5%) 

 Integrated watchdog monitoring with automatic reset 

 All PIO has configurable internal pull-up resistor (PIO0..PIO7 have also pull-down) 

 6 fast counters are configurable on rising/falling edge  

 12 slow counters on falling edge only  

 32Kbit of user flash storage (8 pages of 512 bytes) 

 92 bytes of user register 

 4x 92 bytes of  RAM dedicated for Automation user programs 

 ADC is working in continuous conversion mode (no start conversion command, no delays) 

 32 distinct countdown registers for timer behavior in AE 

 SDcard support up to 2GB for direct access to 512bytes sectors 

 Compatibility with 1-wire protocol 

 Standard speed operation: protocol implemented with low latency interrupts in background.  

 Support every standard ROM commands: read rom, match rom, search rom, skip rom, resume 
rom and conditional search  

 Unique serial number 

 Family code 0xFC:  with extended identification commands: read_type & read_version. 

 Control functions: see FUNCTION COMMANDS page 

 Physical characteristics 

 Single chip microcontroller based solution in an 28-pin SOIC. 

 5.0V supply voltage, 10mA typical consumption 

 40MHz operation            
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 Pin an connections 

Recommended system connections 
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Pin Name DESCRIPTION 

1 PIO13 

CNT13 

ENC16↓ 

ADC13 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

32bit counter (up to 100Hz)   

decrement pin for up/down encoder, 

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 

2 PIO12 

CNT12 

ENC17↓ 

ADC12 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

32bit counter (up to 100Hz)   

decrement pin for up/down encoder, 

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 

3 DQin 1-Wire input pin.  The 1-Wire input and output signal are decoupled. 

This allows easy addition of isolation circuit. 

4 DQout 1-Wire output pin. This pin has to be connected to DQ via a Schottky 

diode. 

See “basic system connection” schematic 

5 VCC Power supply 2,7V to 5,5V, 10mA typical consumption @ 5V 

For reliable 1wire communication, 5V supply is recommended. 

6 VCCA Voltage supply and reference for adc.  2,7V to 5,5V 

7 GNDA Ground for analog supply/reference 

8 GND Ground 

9 PIO21 

ENC8↓ 

SCL 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.   

decrement pin for up/down encoder, 

i²c serial clock line 

10 PIO20 

ENC9↓ 

SDA 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.   

decrement pin for up/down encoder, 

i²c serial data line 

11 PIO19 

__ 

SS 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

 

SPI select slave signal 

12 PIO18 

MISO 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

SPI master in, slave out signal 

13 PIO11 

CNT11 

ADC11 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

32bit counter (up to 100Hz)   

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 

14 PIO10 

CNT10 

ADC10 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

32bit counter (up to 100Hz)   

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 

15 PIO9 

CNT9 

ENC8↓ 

ADC9 

PWM1c1 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

fast 32bit counter  

decrement pin for up/down encoder 

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 

pulse width modulation and capture input. 

16 PIO8 

CNT8 

ENC8↑ 

ADC8 

PWM1c0 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

fast 32bit counter  

increment pin for up/down encoder 

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 

pulse width modulation and capture input. 

17 PIO7 

CNT7 

ADC7 

MOSI 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

32bit counter (up to 100Hz)   

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 

SPI master out, slave in signal 

Pin Name DESCRIPTION 

18 PIO6 

CNT6 

ADC6 

SPCLK 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

32bit counter (up to 100Hz)   

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 

SPI clock signal 

19 PIO5 

CNT5 

ENC5↑ 

ADC5 

TXD 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

fast 32bit counter    

increment pin for up/down encoder 

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 

TTL serial communication interface TXD pin (require MAX232 for true 

RS232) 

20 PIO4 

CNT4 

ENC5↓ 

ADC4 

RXD 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

32bit counter (up to 100Hz)   

decrement pin for up/down encoder 

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 

TTL serial communication interface RXD pin (require MAX232 for true 

RS232) 

21 PIO17 

CNT17 

ENC17↑ 

PWM2c1 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

fast 32bit counter  

increment pin for up/down encoder 

pulse width modulation and capture input. 

22 PIO16 

CNT16 

ENC16↑ 

PWM2c0 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

fast 32bit counter  

increment pin for up/down encoder 

pulse width modulation and capture input. 

23 PIO3 

CNT3 

ADC3 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

32bit counter (up to 100Hz)   

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 

24 PIO2 

CNT2 

ADC2 

ACMPO 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

32bit counter (up to 100Hz)   

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 

analog comparator output 

25 PIO1 

CNT1 

ENC0↓ 

ADC1 

ACMP- 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

32bit counter (up to 100Hz)   

decrement pin for up/down encoder, 

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 

analog comparator input 

26 PIO0 

CNT0 

ENC0↑ 

ADC0 

ACMP+ 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

fast 32bit counter  

increment pin for up/down encoder, 

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 

analog comparator input 

27 PIO15 

CNT15 

ADC15 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

32bit counter (up to 100Hz)   

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 

28 PIO14 

CNT14 

ADC14 

digital input/output pin with configurable pullup/pulldown resistor.  

32bit counter (up to 100Hz)   

adc operates in10 bit continuous conversion mode. 
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 Typical usage 

Extend the functionalities normally available on 1-wire networks by embedding local logic in the slave device. 
This includes but not limits to: 

 PIO 

 Applications with large count of digital input (alarm sensors, buttons/keyboards,…) 

 Applications with large count of digital output (relays, status leds, light effects,…) 

 Lcd interface, with autonomous interactive menu 

 Counter input: water-meter, anemometer, RPM, pulse counting   

 PWM 

 very precise servo controller for toys, webcams, … 

 DC Motor controller; (requires power drivers like mosfet or H-drive) 

 Buzzer control with programmable volume and tone 

 From LED dimming down to LED blinking (3Hz) 

 RGB LEDs: precise control of intensity for each component of  RGB LEDs 

 DAC: digital to analog conversion  

 ADC 

 Measure of various sensors: pressure, temperature, humidity, voltage, current, weight, … 

 Inputs for potentiometers: volume control, temperature setpoint, speed setpoint, … 

 Position feedback 

 I²C (aka two wire interface) 

 a generic iic command transaction allows using large variety of sensors directly from 1wire master 

 The slave i²c mode allows easy interfacing of custom PIC projects to 1-Wire 

 Extend number of possible i/o  

 Control DAC chips and digital potentiometers 

 Advanced stepper motor control 
 

 SPI (aka four wires interface) 

 Allows using large variety of sensors 

 Interface your PIC custom designs to 1-Wire network 

 Access large flash storage with SD/MMC cards 

 Interface to graphical lcd displays 

 Serial interface 

 Capture information from many domestic standalone devices: solar inverters, boilers, air 
conditioners, alarm systems, indoor bicycle, … 

 Controls  distributed equipments: led scrolling boards, RF transmitters, pagers,  

 Interface custom projects to 1-Wire network 

 Automation Engine 

 Closed loop control applications: motor speed , temperature, liquid level, flows … 

 Alarms/security applications, access control 

 HVAC applications 

 Home automation projects 

 Custom electronic interfaces for toys, robotics, gadgets, etc… 
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 Hierarchical structure 

 

BAE0911 Commands Code  

 Read ROM 0x33  

 Match ROM 0x55  

 Search ROM 0xF0  

 Skip ROM 0xCC  

 Resume ROM 0xA5  

 Conditional search ROM 0xEC  

    

 Erase Firmware 0x13,0xBB  

 Flash Firmware 0x13,0xBA  

    

 READ VERSION 0x11 1st byte device sw version 
2nd byte bootstrap version 

 READ TYPE 
and device descriptor 

0x12 1st byte device type 
2nd byte chip type 

 Read block of <len> bytes 0x14  

 Write block of <len> bytes 0x15  

 Erase flash page 0x16  

 WriteRead transaction 0x17  

 Sequential write 0x18  

 Sequential read 0x19  

 Query result and data 0x1A  

    

 

 Absolute Maximum Ratings 

 
Stress beyond the limits specified below may affect device reliability or cause permanent damage to the device. 
 

Description Value Unit 

Supply voltage Vcc –0.3 to +5.8 V 

Maximum current into Vcc 120 mA 

Digital input voltage –0.3 to Vcc + 0.3 V 

Instantaneous maximum current on a single pin  ± 25 mA 

Operating temperature range –40 to 85 °C 

 

 Device and chip type return values 

 

Model device type chip type Comment 

BAE0910 2 1 based on MC9S08SH8 soic-8   

BAE0911 3 2 based MC9S08SH16 soic/tssop 28 

BAE0911b 3 3 based on MC9S08SH32 soic/tssop 28 

 

0xFC specific 
firmware 
functions 
 

1-Wire ROM functions 
commands 

0xFC specific control 
function commands 
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Commands implemented on BAE0911 

 Overview 

command name command 

byte

READ VERSION 0x11

READ TYPE 0x12

ECMD 0x13

READMEM 0x14

WRITEMEM 0x15

ERASEPAGE 0x16

WRCMD 0x17

SEQ_Write 0x18

SEQ_Read 0x19

QUERY_DR 0x1A

description

get versions of chip

get type of chip + opt. Device capabalities

firmware command

Read block of <len> bytes

Get result from previous SEQ or WR command including databloc of up to 32 bytes

Write block of <len> bytes

Erase flash memory page

Write with Result Command

Write (long) sequence of data to sdcard, serial, lcd, etc

Start read of (long) sequence of data from sdcard, serial, lcd, etc

 
 

 0x11: READ VERSION  

Master 
Mode 

DATA Description 

TX 0x11 READ VERSION command byte 

RX <SW_VER> 1st byte device software version (currently 0x01), 
This is the software version of the upgradable part of the firmware.  
A chip with corrupted firmware or without firmware installed or forced in 
safe mode will answer with a SW_VER=0x00. 
Even number are stable releases version, while odd numbers are 
intermediate beta versions. 

RX <BOOTSTRAP_VER> 2nd byte bootstrap version (factory fixed, current chips are 0x03)  
Version of the fixed part of the firmware. (The layer that communicates on 
the 1-wire bus and handles firmware upgrade functions.) 

RX <CRC16> calculated CRC16 including command byte and version bytes 

 0x12: READ TYPE  

Master 
Mode 

DATA Description 

TX 0x12 READ TYPE function 

RX <DEVICE_TYPE> 1st byte device type. (factory fixed) 
The type refers to the functionality. Type 2 for BAE0910. Type 3 for BAE0911 
(planned). 
When firmware erased/corrupted/in safe mode, this field report  the “expected” 
device_type or 0xff for chips that allow firmware upgrade to “change 
personality”  

RX <CHIP_TYPE> 2nd byte chip type  (factory fixed), 
This is the microcontroller model/package. Chip type= 0x01 for the MC9S08SH8, 
8 pin package soic8 

RX <CRC16> calculated CRC16 including command byte, and type bytes 

RX <len> Len of device descriptor (255= no data) 
Extended 

info 
RX <dev_desc> device descriptor structure 

RX <CRC16> calculated CRC16 including command byte, and type bytes 
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 0x13: FIRMWARE COMMAND (ECMD) 

The extended commands allows to access special functions in a standardized format. 
This query/command has three usages: 

1. Execute a command that does not return a result 
2. Execute a command (query) that return and immediate result (without delay) 
3. Retrieve the result of the previous command. (when a command require some time to prepare the result) 

The ability to split commands for execution/retrieval allows to free the bus letting other 1-Wire communication 
taking place until result is known to be available. 
 

Master 
Mode 

DATA Description 

TX 0x13 Extended command byte 

TX <plen> Length of params (32 bytes) 

TX ECMD# Firmware sub- command  
0xBB: initiate flash firmware  
0xBA:Flash firmware (32 bytes at a time) 

TX <param> Parameter buffer accompanying the firmware command 

RX <CRC16> calculated CRC16 including command byte, <plen>, <ECMD> and data bytes 

TX 0xBC If CRC16 correct , master TX 0xBC, and device execute the command   
else master TX <RESET> to abort command execution 

 0x13:BB: INITIATE FLASH FIRMWARE  

This command is mandatory before issuing a flash firmware command. A consistency check is performed by the 
chip before accepting a new firmware.  
When the initiate flash firmware is accepted and confirmed by the master, an erase operation is performed.  
The bootstrap code is protected and the chip can always re-flashed without permanent damage. 
Command: (exec extended command) 0x13:BB 
Parameter:  (byte[32]) First 32 bytes from firmware file 
Returns: nothing 
This operation requires 180ms to finish; other 1w bus activity is allowed during this time. 

 0x13:BA:FLASH FIRMWARE 

This flash firmware is only possible directly after a valid initiate flash firmware command. 
The firmware is divided in two parts: 

 Bootstrap: include 1wire protocol stack, rom commands and firmware function. 

 Device code: servicing functions commands and controlling I/O pins. 
The flash operation installs new device code in the BAE chip.  
The bootstrap part is never upgraded via the 1-wire bus. If the upgrade operation fails, the device will stay in 
firmware upgrade mode and will accept re-flashing again with a correct firmware.  
If the new firmware is corrupt or buggy, an unresponsive device could be recovered by forcing safe mode. (refer 
to safe mode firmware restore section. )  
Command: (exec command) 0x13:BA 
Parameter:  (byte[32]) Sequential data from firmware file. 
Returns: nothing 
Repeat the command  until end of firmware file. Respect 2ms delay after command confirmation and before 
repeating command for sending next 32bytes bloc. 
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 0x14: READ MEMORY  

Master 
Mode 

DATA Description 

TX 0x14 READ MEMORY function 

TX <TA1> starting byte location low address 

TX <TA2> starting byte location hi address 

TX <LEN> Length of data to read (max 32 bytes per command) 

RX <data bytes>  <LEN> Bytes beginning at specified address  

RX <CRC16> calculated CRC16 including command byte, address, data bytes 

Read memory command allows reading at FLASH data (TA =0x0000 to 0x01FF) and register locations (TA=0x7900 
to 0x7F00)  
 
 

 0x15: WRITE MEMORY  

Master 
Mode 

DATA Description 

TX 0x15 WRITE MEMORY command byte 

TX <TA1> starting byte location low address 

TX <TA2> starting byte location hi address 

TX <LEN> Length of data to write (max 32 bytes per command) 

TX <data bytes>  Bytes beginning at specified address up to <LEN> 

RX <CRC16> calculated CRC16 including command byte, address, len, data bytes 

TX 0xBC If CRC16 correct ,  
->then master TX 0xBC, device store data to destination registers  
->else master TX RESET. 

Write memory command allows writing at FLASH data (TA =0x0000 to 0x01FF) and register locations (TA=0x7900 
to 0x7F00)  
Writing on FLASH memory is a time consuming operation. For example it takes 1,5ms to write an entire 32 bytes 
buffer to flash. The slave device cannot accept other 1-wire commands during this period. 
 

 0x16: ERASE FLASH PAGE  

This command erases a page of 512 bytes at specified starting location (aligned on 512 bytes boundary)  
The resulting content of the page becomes filled with 0xff bytes. 
 

Master 
Mode 

DATA Description 

TX 0x16 ERASE FLASH PAGE command byte  

TX <TA1> Starting byte location low address (always 0x00) 

TX <TA2> Starting byte location high address 
Least  significant bit must be zero to respect 512 bytes boundary. 

RX <CRC16> Calculated CRC16 including command byte, TA1 and TA2 bytes. 
 

TX 0xBC  If CRC is correct, master TX 0xBC to confirm erase command. 
The erase cycle requires 25ms to finish; other bus activity is allowed during this 
time. 

The flash memory of the slave is NAND flash. Normally flash need to be erased prior to writing. The erasing 
operation set every bytes of specified page to 0xFF (all bits are set to 1). A writing to flash consist of clearing the 
needed bits (NOT AND). The only way to revert a cleared bit to 1 is to erase the whole page. 
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 0x17: WRITE WITH RESULT COMMAND (WRCMD) 

This command is intended to execute a function that produce a result.  

Master 
Mode 

DATA Description 

TX 0x17 WRCMD command byte 

TX len_wr Length of data bytes being sent (max 32 bytes)  

TX wrcmd# wrcmd# is the command number (see sub commands table) 

TX len_rd Length of data bytes expected to receive back (max 32 bytes) 

TX <data bytes> Data to the slave of len_wr bytes.  (the parameter for the command) 

RX <CRC16> calculated CRC16 including command,  len_wr, len_rd, function & data bytes 

TX 0xBC If CRC16 correct ,  
->then master TX 0xBC and device execute function during the next 10~50ms. 
->else master TX RESET 

Request execution of a command that may have up to 32bytes as parameters transmitted to the slave and 
announce the length of (up to 32 bytes) data that has to be returned as result of the command. 
The result is not returned immediately by the slave because it may require some time process the request.  The 
master retrieve the result with a QUERY RESULT command. 
Up to 32 bytes can be send by the master as parameters of the command.  
A typical usage is to communicate with external peripherals like an i²c sensor:  “send iic command to read sample 
and prepare the result of <len_rd> bytes.”  The result is read back by the master with the “query result” 
command. 
When commands require more than 32bytes to be written or read WRCMD is used in conjunction of the SEQW or 
SEQR commands below. 

 0x18: SEQUENTIAL WRITE (SEQW) 

This command is intended to send large data volumes by sending sequentially 32byte blocs as much as needed. 
Each bloc are guaranteed by crc error detection with retransmit feature.  

Master 
Mode 

DATA Description 

TX 0x18 SEQ Write command byte 

TX Len Length of data bytes being sent (max 32 bytes)  

TX seqw# Sub command number 

TX <data bytes> parameter for the command ( len_wr bytes) 

RX <CRC16> calculated CRC16 including command,  len_wr ,len_rd, function & data bytes 

TX 0xBC If CRC16 correct ,  
->then master TX 0xBC and slave process the databyte 
->else master TX RESET, slave discard data and wait for a valid bloc 

The data bloc is recognized as a succession of bytes. Each byte is processed the same way.  
After a SEQW command, the master loop on a “query result” command until the data has been processed or a 
retcode inform about normal termination or error. 
When a peripheral requires initialization then send large data then a close sequence, this is implemented with a 
WRCMD+SEQW+SEQW+…+WRCMD. 
Examples:  
SEQW only communication:  
Sending a message to a text lcd through the serial interface of the slave. 
df > /owfs/mnt/point/FC.000000004xx/911/serial/dataout 

 
Write a configuration file to an sd card attached on spi interface: 
cp calibration_data.bin /owfs/mnt/point/FC.000000004xx/911/sdcard/sector.1 

in this case master issued a WRCMD to open sector #1 in write mode, then send multiple SEQW until end of file 
and terminated by a WRCMD. 
Note: in OWFS, the details of the 1wire protocol is handled by the owfs software layer. 
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 0x19: SEQUENTIAL READ (SEQR) 

This command is intended to receive large data volumes by querying sequentially bytes from slave. 
  

Master 
Mode 

DATA Description 

TX 0x19 Sequential read command byte 

TX Len Length of data bytes to read (max 32 bytes)  

TX seqr# Sequential real sub-command number (related to specific peripheral) 

RX <CRC16> calculated CRC16 including command, length, and Seqr# 

TX 0xBC If CRC16 correct ,  
->then master TX 0xBC and slave execute function 
->else master TX RESET, slave discard data and wait for a valid bloc 

Request the slave to prepare a data bloc of <Len> bytes that are read sequentially from related peripheral.  
After receiving a SEQ read command, the slave iterate to read each bytes from the related peripheral and cannot 
respond to other 1wire commands.  
The master has to send a “query result and data command” to know completion of the SEQR command. Master 
keep asking as long as retcode=0xff.  
 
 

 0x1A: QUERY RESULT 

This command is intended to retrieve the result of the previously submitted WRCMD or SEQ command.  

Master 
Mode 

DATA Description 

TX 0x1A Query result 

RX Retcode Return code of the previous wrcmd/seq command executed. 
When retcode is 0xff, this means the slave is still busy processing the request. 
In this case, the rest of the data bloc has no meaning and the crc will not match. 
The master has to poll again. 

RX Len Length of the result.  

RX <data bytes> Result of the previous wrcmd or seqr command. (up to 32 bytes) 

RX <CRC16> calculated CRC16 including command,  retcode, len  and databytes 

The master can poll on this QUERY RESULT until slave has finished to process the command (retcode<>0xff). 
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 Summary of sub-commands: 

format description

LCD Write data SEQ write SEQW_LCDD 0x00 Write text on lcd display byte[]

up to 32 bytes 

per command

bytes to send on lcd display (text to 

display)

LCD Write control SEQ write SEQW_LCDC 0x01 Write control byte to lcd controler

For example to define custom character matrix. 

See LCD datasheet

byte[]

up to 32 bytes 

per command

Sequence of control byte.

SD card Write sector SEQ write SEQW_SD 0x02 Sequential data to write on SD, can be repeatedly 

called to write large volume of data to the sdcard.  

It is however required to initate a 

WR_BEGIN_SD_W command first

byte[]

up to 32 bytes 

per command

bytes to write on SD sector

I2C write SEQ write SEQW_IIC 0x03 Write to the i²c interface byte[]

up to 32 bytes 

per command

Bytes to write on i2c interface

The first byte is the i²c chip address

Serial write SEQ write SEQW_SCI 0x04 Write to the serial interface.

The serial interface require first to be configured 

with baudrate (BAUDS) and parity (SCIC) registers.

byte[]

up to 32 bytes 

per command

bytes to write to serial interface

SD card Read sector SEQ_read SEQR_SD 0x00 Request to read the content of Sdcard sector.

It is required to initate a WR_BEGIN_SD_R 

command first

None 

The content of read is obtained with 

QUERY RESULT

I2C read SEQ_read SEQR_IIC 0x01 Request to read byte on the i²c interfacer.

It is required to initate a WR_BEGIN_IIC command 

first

None 

The content of read is obtained with 

QUERY RESULT

Serial read SEQ_read SEQR_SCI 0x02 Request to read the content of serial interface.

The serial interface require first to be configured 

with baudrate (BAUDS) and parity (SCIC) registers.

None 

The content of read is obtained with 

QUERY RESULT

I2C write-read begin WRCMD WR_BEGIN_IIC 0x00 Write <lenW> bytes to i²c interface and read 

<lenR> bytes. The read bytes from the i²c interface 

are stored in an internal buffer until master send 

QUERY RESULT to obtain the data.

byte[]

up to 32 bytes

The (lenW) bytes passed as parameter 

are written to i²c. First byte is the i²c 

chip address. The content of read is 

obtained with QUERY RESULT
I2C write-read end WRCMD WR_END_IIC 0x01 terminate any i2c communication by resetting the 

i²c interface.

none

SD write begin WRCMD WR_BEGIN_SD_W 0x02 Begin a write operation the SD card to a specific 

sector.

The SD interface has to be initialised first

Data to write is send with SEQW_SD

u32 sector number 

SD write end WRCMD WR_END_SD_W 0x03 Terminate the sector write. (flush the data on 

sdcard)

none

SD read begin WRCMD WR_BEGIN_SD_R 0x04 position on the start of sdcard sector nr for 

reading content

u32 sector number 

SD read end WRCMD WR_END_SD_R 0x05 terminate pervious read operation on sd card none

Query data result QUERY_DR Read result and data from previous SEQ/wrcmd 

command.

The slave return a retcode, the lenght of data (up 

to 32bytes) and the databloc.

if retcode==0xff, slave is still busy

if retcode=0, success,

else previous function failed

The master does not provide any 

parameters, but receive the result of 

the previous command.

Erase firmware ECMD ECMD_ERASE 0xBB erase current firmware before writing new 

firmware. 

byte[32] first 32byte of firmware file

Flash firmware ECMD ECMD_FLASH 0XBA firmware file is uploaded sequentially in chunks of  

32 bytes.

byte[32] 32 byte bloc of firmware content.

Parameterssub command id Sub command descriptionSub command name sub cmd 

byte

command id
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 Example: write an SDCARD sector from 1-wire master 

This describe how a master has to communicate with the slave device to write one sector on the sdcard. 
The details below are shown to understand the internal behavior which is important for the driver implementer 
only. 
 

1) Configure SPI to access the SD card by writing 1 on SDC register: (Write memory command SDC1) 
2) Initialize the write with the  WRCMD command  WR_BEGIN_SD_W with the sector number as parameter: 

command= 0x17, subcommand=0x02  
3) Issue a QUERY_RESULT command to verify prev command is accepted and finished:  

if retcode==0xff loop on (3) 
if retcode>0 exit with failure 
if retcode==0  then continue on (4) 

4) Issue a  sequential write (SEQW)  with subcommand  SEQW_SD and provide 32 byte of data to write on 
the SD card:   
command= 0x18, subcommand=0x02  

5) Issue a QUERY_RESULT command to verify write if finished:  
command=0x1A 
if retcode==0xff loop on (4) 
if retcode==0 and master has still bytes to write, loop on (5)  (sector of 512bytes loop 16 times) 
if retcode>0 exit with failure 

6) Terminate the write with the WR Command [WR_END_SD_W] with no parameter to commit the write on 
SDcard. 
command= 0x17, subcommand=0x03  
 

Such logic is already implemented in OWFS and the user has only to use simple file copy to access the sectors of 
an SDcard connected on the slave. 
 
OWFS example: copying the sector 17 from the slave sdcard to history.day.17: 
cp /owfs/mnt/point/FC.000000004xx/911/sdcard/sector.17 history.day.17 

 
OWFS example: writing a 512byte file to the sector 1 to the slave sdcard : 
cp calibration_data.bin /owfs/mnt/point/FC.000000004xx/911/sdcard/sector.1 

 
 

Warning: BAE0911 is not filesystem aware, that means the sdcards are accessed as raw devices (an array of 
sectors).  Any writing to an sdcard containing a file system will become corrupted. 
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 Registers & flash memory 

 Memory map overview 

The memory content is accessible using Read Memory and Write Memory functions. 
 

0x0000

..

0x01FF

0x0200

..

0x03FF

0x0400

..

0x05FF

0x0600

..

0x07FF

0x0800

..

0x09FF

0x0A00

..

0x0BFF

0x0C00

..

0x0DFF

0x0E00

..

0x0FFF

0x7900

0x7A00
0x7B00

0x7C00

0x7D00

0x7E00

0x7F00

page 0

page 1

page 2

page 3

page 4

512 byte flash

512 byte flash

512 byte flash

512 byte flash

512 byte flash

automation engine global variables

automation engine stack

function registers

data registers

512 byte flash

512 byte flash

512 byte flash

page 5

page 6

page 7

sequential i/o byte registers

bit mapped registers

byte mapped registers

 
Memory map of bae0911 

The flash memory 
The flash memory pages are located at the 
beginning of memory space. The memory is 
organized in 512 bytes pages. 
 
Flash memory pages are available to user for 
storing AE code or to store or other user data. 
 
Erasing flash memory is done on a whole page 
only. After Erase operation memory content is 
readable as 0xFF value. 
 
Any  flash memory location is writable at any 
time at byte level.  
 
The write process is only capable to clear bits.  
So, it is possible to re-write a location already 
written. The resulting value will represent the 
logical AND of original value AND the newly 
written value. 
 
If the byte value before write is 0xFF, the result 
of the write will reflect the newly written byte. 
 
 
 
 
The device registers 
There are several type of device registers. They 
are mapped in the highest memory location  
0x7900 to 0x7FFF  
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 Register configuration 

 Register ranges overview 

The whole behavior of the device is controlled by writing to registers. It is possible to access device registers via 
the 1-wire protocol but also via  embedded AE programming. 
 
MSB: most significant bit, LSB least significant bit 
The registers are stored in big endian byte order (the High byte at lower address). 
Writing to a Read only register has no effect. 
 
There are several type of device registers: 

 0x7900 bit mapped registers  

The bit mapped registers allows to easily write or toggle single bit without worrying about state of other nearest 
bits as this would be required when toggling single bit of a byte register. 
 

 0x7A00 byte mapped register 

Byte mapped registers provide direct access to microntroller settings and i/o. You can find in this section register 
for pwm period and duty, direct access to digital i/o 8 bit at a time, etc. 
 

 0x7B00 sequential i/o byte registers 

Sequential read and write operations are internally mapped to this specific memory region. While it is allowed to 
write and read individual byte from the master, it is more efficient from a master to use sequential i/o commands 
provided. The use of this memory region is particularly efficient for Automation Engine. 
 

 0x7C00 automation engine global variables 

This region of memory is available for both AE programs and for master. It is a common location useful for data 
sharing between processes and master. 
   

 0x7D00 automation engine stack 

The stack memory is distinct for each process and is for internal use of AE program only. 
 

 0x7E00 function registers 

The Low register region does not really maps to a memory region. It is instead a way to execute specific functions 
taking the written byte as parameter when writing and providing a byte status when reading. 
If the user attempts to write an invalid value in the register, the register content is constrained to the acceptable 
range. 
On a multi-byte register, the action is activated when last byte is written (byte at higher address). 

 0x7F00 data registers 

This memory region allows read/write to information maintained in the slave buffers.  
Theses are mainly adc, counters and rtc clock. 
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 Detailed Register reference 

 0x7900 bit mapped registers  

Address Size

Read 

/Write

content 

type register description

0x7900 1 R/W volatile PIO0 set/read pio 0

0x7901 1 R/W volatile PIO1 set/read pio 1

0x7902 1 R/W volatile PIO2 set/read pio 2

0x7903 1 R/W volatile PIO3 set/read pio 3

0x7904 1 R/W volatile PIO4 set/read pio 4

0x7905 1 R/W volatile PIO5 set/read pio 5

0x7906 1 R/W volatile PIO6 set/read pio 6

0x7907 1 R/W volatile PIO7 set/read pio 7

0x7908 1 R/W volatile PIO8 set/read pio 8

0x7909 1 R/W volatile PIO9 set/read pio 9

0x790A 1 R/W volatile PIO10 set/read pio 10

0x790B 1 R/W volatile PIO11 set/read pio 11

0x790C 1 R/W volatile PIO12 set/read pio 12

0x790D 1 R/W volatile PIO13 set/read pio 13

0x790E 1 R/W volatile PIO14 set/read pio 14

0x790F 1 R/W volatile PIO15 set/read pio 15

0x7910 1 R/W volatile PIO16 set/read pio 16

0x7911 1 R/W volatile PIO17 set/read pio 17

0x7912 1 R/W volatile PIO18 set/read pio 18

0x7913 1 R/W volatile PIO19 set/read pio 19

0x7914 1 R/W volatile PIO20 set/read pio 20

0x7915 1 R/W volatile PIO21 set/read pio 21

0x7916 1 R/W stable PIODIR0 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 0

0x7917 1 R/W stable PIODIR1 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 1

0x7918 1 R/W stable PIODIR2 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 2

0x7919 1 R/W stable PIODIR3 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 3

0x791A 1 R/W stable PIODIR4 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 4

0x791B 1 R/W stable PIODIR5 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 5

0x791C 1 R/W stable PIODIR6 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 6

0x791D 1 R/W stable PIODIR7 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 7

0x791E 1 R/W stable PIODIR8 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 8

0x791F 1 R/W stable PIODIR9 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 9

0x7920 1 R/W stable PIODIR10 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 10

0x7921 1 R/W stable PIODIR11 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 11

0x7922 1 R/W stable PIODIR12 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 12

0x7923 1 R/W stable PIODIR13 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 13

0x7924 1 R/W stable PIODIR14 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 14

0x7925 1 R/W stable PIODIR15 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 15

0x7926 1 R/W stable PIODIR16 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 16

0x7927 1 R/W stable PIODIR17 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 17

0x7928 1 R/W stable PIODIR18 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 18

0x7929 1 R/W stable PIODIR19 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 19

0x792A 1 R/W stable PIODIR20 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 20

0x792B 1 R/W stable PIODIR21 configure pin as input(0) or output(1) for pio 21

0x792C 1 R/W stable PIODS0 Output strenght for pio 0

0x792D 1 R/W stable PIODS1 Output strenght for pio 1

0x792E 1 R/W stable PIODS2 Output strenght for pio 2

0x792F 1 R/W stable PIODS3 Output strenght for pio 3

0x7930 1 R/W stable PIODS4 Output strenght for pio 4

0x7931 1 R/W stable PIODS5 Output strenght for pio 5  
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 0x7900 bit mapped registers (continued) 

Address Size

Read 

/Write

content 

type register description

0x7932 1 R/W stable PIODS6 Output strenght for pio 6

0x7933 1 R/W stable PIODS7 Output strenght for pio 7

0x7934 1 R/W stable PIODS8 Output strenght for pio 8

0x7935 1 R/W stable PIODS9 Output strenght for pio 9

0x7936 1 R/W stable PIODS10 Output strenght for pio 10

0x7937 1 R/W stable PIODS11 Output strenght for pio 11

0x7938 1 R/W stable PIODS12 Output strenght for pio 12

0x7939 1 R/W stable PIODS13 Output strenght for pio 13

0x793A 1 R/W stable PIODS14 Output strenght for pio 14

0x793B 1 R/W stable PIODS15 Output strenght for pio 15

0x793C 1 R/W stable PIODS16 Output strenght for pio 16

0x793D 1 R/W stable PIODS17 Output strenght for pio 17

0x793E 1 R/W stable PIODS18 Output strenght for pio 18

0x793F 1 R/W stable PIODS19 Output strenght for pio 19

0x7940 1 R/W stable PIODS20 Output strenght for pio 20

0x7941 1 R/W stable PIODS21 Output strenght for pio 21

0x7942 1 R/W stable PIOPE0 Enable Pullup (down) resitor on input for pio 0

0x7943 1 R/W stable PIOPE1 Enable Pullup (down) resitor on input for pio 1

0x7944 1 R/W stable PIOPE2 Enable Pullup (down) resitor on input for pio 2

0x7945 1 R/W stable PIOPE3 Enable Pullup (down) resitor on input for pio 3

0x7946 1 R/W stable PIOPE4 Enable Pullup (down) resitor on input for pio 4

0x7947 1 R/W stable PIOPE5 Enable Pullup (down) resitor on input for pio 5

0x7948 1 R/W stable PIOPE6 Enable Pullup (down) resitor on input for pio 6

0x7949 1 R/W stable PIOPE7 Enable Pullup (down) resitor on input for pio 7

0x794A 1 R/W stable PIOPE8 Enable Pullup resitor on input for pio 8

0x794B 1 R/W stable PIOPE9 Enable Pullup resitor on input for pio 9

0x794C 1 R/W stable PIOPE10 Enable Pullup resitor on input for pio 10

0x794D 1 R/W stable PIOPE11 Enable Pullup resitor on input for pio 11

0x794E 1 R/W stable PIOPE12 Enable Pullup resitor on input for pio 12

0x794F 1 R/W stable PIOPE13 Enable Pullup resitor on input for pio 13

0x7950 1 R/W stable PIOPE14 Enable Pullup resitor on input for pio 14

0x7951 1 R/W stable PIOPE15 Enable Pullup resitor on input for pio 15

0x7952 1 R/W stable PIOPE16 Enable Pullup resitor on input for pio 16

0x7953 1 R/W stable PIOPE17 Enable Pullup resitor on input for pio 17

0x7954 1 R/W stable PIOPE18 Enable Pullup resitor on input for pio 18

0x7955 1 R/W stable PIOPE19 Enable Pullup resitor on input for pio 19

0x7956 1 R/W stable PIOPE20 Enable Pullup resitor on input for pio 20

0x7957 1 R/W stable PIOPE21 Enable Pullup resitor on input for pio 21

0x7958 1 R/W volatile LATCH0 The latch bit state track changes on pio 0 

0x7959 1 R/W volatile LATCH1 The latch bit state track changes on pio 1

0x795A 1 R/W volatile LATCH2 The latch bit state track changes on pio 2

0x795B 1 R/W volatile LATCH3 The latch bit state track changes on pio 3

0x795C 1 R/W volatile LATCH4 The latch bit state track changes on pio 4

0x795D 1 R/W volatile LATCH5 The latch bit state track changes on pio 5

0x795E 1 R/W volatile LATCH6 The latch bit state track changes on pio 6

0x795F 1 R/W volatile LATCH7 The latch bit state track changes on pio 7

0x7960 1 R/W volatile LATCH8 The latch bit state track changes on pio 8

0x7961 1 R/W volatile LATCH9 The latch bit state track changes on pio 9

0x7962 1 R/W volatile LATCH10 The latch bit state track changes on pio 10

0x7963 1 R/W volatile LATCH11 The latch bit state track changes on pio 11  
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 0x7900 bit mapped registers (continued) 

Address Size

Read 

/Write

content 

type register description

0x7964 1 R/W volatile LATCH12 The latch bit state track changes on pio 12

0x7965 1 R/W volatile LATCH13 The latch bit state track changes on pio 13

0x7966 1 R/W volatile LATCH14 The latch bit state track changes on pio 14

0x7967 1 R/W volatile LATCH15 The latch bit state track changes on pio 15

0x7968 1 R/W volatile LATCH16 The latch bit state track changes on pio 16

0x7969 1 R/W volatile LATCH17 The latch bit state track changes on pio 17

0x796A 1 R/W volatile LATCH18 The latch bit state track changes on pio 18

0x796B 1 R/W volatile LATCH19 The latch bit state track changes on pio 19

0x796C 1 R/W volatile LATCH20 The latch bit state track changes on pio 20

0x796D 1 R/W volatile LATCH21 The latch bit state track changes on pio 21

0x796E 1 R/W stable ECOUNT0 Enable 32bit fast counter on falling edges of pio 0

0x796F 1 R/W stable ECOUNT1 Enable 32bit counter on falling edges of pio 1

0x7970 1 R/W stable ECOUNT2 Enable 32bit counter on falling edges of pio 2

0x7971 1 R/W stable ECOUNT3 Enable 32bit counter on falling edges of pio 3

0x7972 1 R/W stable ECOUNT4 Enable 32bit counter on falling edges of pio 4

0x7973 1 R/W stable ECOUNT5 Enable 32bit fast counter on falling edges of pio 5

0x7974 1 R/W stable ECOUNT6 Enable 32bit counter on falling edges of pio 6

0x7975 1 R/W stable ECOUNT7 Enable 32bit counter on falling edges of pio 7

0x7976 1 R/W stable ECOUNT8 Enable 32bit fast counter on pio 8 (require also mode select)

0x7977 1 R/W stable ECOUNT9 Enable 32bit fast counter on pio 9 (require also mode select)

0x7978 1 R/W stable ECOUNT10 Enable 32bit counter on falling edges of pio 10

0x7979 1 R/W stable ECOUNT11 Enable 32bit counter on falling edges of pio 11

0x797A 1 R/W stable ECOUNT12 Enable 32bit counter on falling edges of pio 12

0x797B 1 R/W stable ECOUNT13 Enable 32bit counter on falling edges of pio 13

0x797C 1 R/W stable ECOUNT14 Enable 32bit counter on falling edges of pio 14

0x797D 1 R/W stable ECOUNT15 Enable 32bit counter on falling edges of pio 15

0x797E 1 R/W stable ECOUNT16 Enable 32bit fast counter on pio 16 (require also mode select)

0x797F 1 R/W stable ECOUNT17 Enable 32bit fast counter on pio 18 (require also mode select)

0x7980 1 R/W stable ECOUNT18 reserved

0x7981 1 R/W stable ECOUNT19 reserved

0x7982 1 R/W stable ECOUNT20 reserved

0x7983 1 R/W stable ECOUNT21 reserved

0x7984 1 R/W stable ALARM0 Alarm enable on latch of pio 0

0x7985 1 R/W stable ALARM1 Alarm enable on latch of pio 1

0x7986 1 R/W stable ALARM2 Alarm enable on latch of pio 2

0x7987 1 R/W stable ALARM3 Alarm enable on latch of pio 3

0x7988 1 R/W stable ALARM4 Alarm enable on latch of pio 4

0x7989 1 R/W stable ALARM5 Alarm enable on latch of pio 5

0x798A 1 R/W stable ALARM6 Alarm enable on latch of pio 6

0x798B 1 R/W stable ALARM7 Alarm enable on latch of pio 7

0x798C 1 R/W stable ALARM8 Alarm enable on latch of pio 8

0x798D 1 R/W stable ALARM9 Alarm enable on latch of pio 9

0x798E 1 R/W stable ALARM10 Alarm enable on latch of pio 10

0x798F 1 R/W stable ALARM11 Alarm enable on latch of pio 11

0x7990 1 R/W stable ALARM12 Alarm enable on latch of pio 12

0x7991 1 R/W stable ALARM13 Alarm enable on latch of pio 13

0x7992 1 R/W stable ALARM14 Alarm enable on latch of pio 14

0x7993 1 R/W stable ALARM15 Alarm enable on latch of pio 15

0x7994 1 R/W stable ALARM16 Alarm enable on latch of pio 16

0x7995 1 R/W stable ALARM17 Alarm enable on latch of pio 17  
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 0x7900 bit mapped registers (continued) 

Address Size

Read 

/Write

content 

type register description

0x7996 1 R/W stable ALARM18 Alarm enable on latch of pio 18

0x7997 1 R/W stable ALARM19 Alarm enable on latch of pio 19

0x7998 1 R/W stable ALARM20 Alarm enable on latch of pio 20

0x7999 1 R/W stable ALARM21 Alarm enable on latch of pio 21

0x799A 1 R/W stable EENCODER0 Enable encoder 0

0x799B 1 R/W stable EENCODER5 Enable encoder 5

0x799C 1 R/W stable EENCODER8 Enable encoder 8

0x799D 1 R/W stable EENCODER9 Enable encoder 9

0x799E 1 R/W stable EENCODER16 Enable encoder 16

0x799F 1 R/W stable EENCODER17 Enable encoder 17

0x79A0 1 R/W stable PULLDOWN0 Pulldown (require pull enable bit) on pio 0

0x79A1 1 R/W stable PULLDOWN1 Pulldown (require pull enable bit) on pio 1

0x79A2 1 R/W stable PULLDOWN2 Pulldown (require pull enable bit) on pio 2

0x79A3 1 R/W stable PULLDOWN3 Pulldown (require pull enable bit) on pio 3

0x79A4 1 R/W stable PULLDOWN4 Pulldown (require pull enable bit) on pio 4

0x79A5 1 R/W stable PULLDOWN5 Pulldown (require pull enable bit) on pio 5

0x79A6 1 R/W stable PULLDOWN6 Pulldown (require pull enable bit) on pio 6

0x79A7 1 R/W stable PULLDOWN7 Pulldown (require pull enable bit) on pio 7

0x79A8 1 R/W volatile CAPFLAG1A Capture bit for of pwm 1A

0x79A9 1 R/W volatile CAPFLAG1B Capture bit for of pwm 1B

0x79AA 1 R/W volatile CAPFLAG2A Capture bit for of pwm 2A

0x79AB 1 R/W volatile CAPFLAG2B Capture bit for of pwm 2B

0x79AC 1 R/W stable ACMPE Analog comparator enable

0x79AD 1 R/W stable ACMPIS Analog comparator fixed 1.2V internal source for ACMP+

0x79AE 1 R/W volatile ACMPLATCH Analog comparator event occured LATCH

0x79AF 1 R/W volatile ACMPO Analog comparator output

0x79B0 1 R/W stable ACMPOE Analog comparator enable output on pio 2

0x79B1 1 R/W stable ADCEN Global ADC  enable

0x79B2

0x79B3

0x79B4

0x79B5

0x79B6

0x79B7

0x79B8

0x79B9

0x79BA

0x79BB

0x79BC

0x79BD

0x79BE

0x79BF

0x79C0

0x79C1

0x79C2

0x79C3

0x79C4

0x79C5

0x79C6

0x79C7  
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 0x7A00 byte mapped register 

Address Size

Read 

/Write

content 

type register description
MC9S08

register Register mask

b7

128

b6

64

b5

32

b4

16

b3

8

b2

4

b1

2

b0

1

0x7A00 1 R/W Stable CLKDIV1 TPM clock configuration for pwm 1A & 1B TPM1SC 0b00011111 - - -

0x7A01 1 R/W Stable CLKDIV2 TPM clock configuration for pwm 2A & 2B TPM2SC 0b00011111 - - -

0x7A02 TPM1MODH 0xff MSB

0x7A03 TPM1MODL 0xff LSB

0x7A04 TPM2MODH 0xff MSB

0x7A05 TPM2MODL 0xff LSB

0x7A06 TPM1C0VH 0xff MSB

0x7A07 TPM1C0VL 0xff LSB

0x7A08 TPM1C1VH 0xff MSB

0x7A09 TPM1C1VL 0xff LSB

0x7A0A TPM2C0VH 0xff MSB

0x7A0B TPM2C0VL 0xff LSB

0x7A0C TPM2C1VH 0xff MSB

0x7A0D TPM2C1VL 0xff LSB

0x7A0E 1 R/W stable MODE1A Configuration for pwm/capture channel 1A TPM1C0SC 0b00111100 - - - -

0x7A0F 1 R/W stable MODE1B Configuration for pwm/capture channel 1B TPM1C1SC 0b00111100 - - - -

0x7A10 1 R/W stable MODE2A Configuration for pwm/capture channel 2A TPM2C0SC 0b00111100 - - - -

0x7A11 1 R/W stable MODE2B Configuration for pwm/capture channel 2B TPM2C1SC 0b00111100 - - - -

0x7A12 1 R/W Stable NBYTES Countdown array size (range 0..31) deviceL.Ncountdown 0b00011111

0x7A13 SCIBDH 0b00011111 - - -

0x7A14 SCIBDL 0xff

0x7A15 1 R/W Volatile PTAD direct access to register PTAD PTAD 0b11001111 17 16 - - 3 2 1 0

0x7A16 1 R/W Volatile PTBD direct access to register PTBD PTBD 0xff 21 20 19 18 7 6 5 4

0x7A17 1 R/W Volatile PTCD direct access to register PTCD PTCD 0xff 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8

0x7A18 1 R/W Volatile PTADD direct access to register PTADD PTADD 0b11001111 17 16 - - 3 2 1 0

0x7A19 1 R/W Volatile PTBDD direct access to register PTBDD PTBDD 0xff 21 20 19 18 7 6 5 4

0x7A1A 1 R/W Volatile PTCDD direct access to register PTCDD PTCDD 0xff 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8

0x7A1B 1 R/W Volatile PTADS direct access to register PTADS PTADS 0b11001111 17 16 - - 3 2 1 0

0x7A1C 1 R/W Volatile PTBDS direct access to register PTBDS PTBDS 0xff 21 20 19 18 7 6 5 4

0x7A1D 1 R/W Volatile PTCDS direct access to register PTCDS PTCDS 0xff 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8

0x7A1E 1 R/W Volatile PTAPE direct access to register PTAPE PTAPE 0b11001111 17 16 - - 3 2 1 0

0x7A1F 1 R/W Volatile PTBPE direct access to register PTBPE PTBPE 0xff 21 20 19 18 7 6 5 4

0x7A20 1 R/W Volatile PTCPE direct access to register PTCPE PTCPE 0xff 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8

0x7A21 1 R/W Volatile PTAES direct access to register PTAES PTAES 0b00001111 - - - - 3 2 1 0

0x7A22 1 R/W Volatile PTBES direct access to register PTBES PTBES 0b00001111 - - - - 7 6 5 4

0x7A23 1 R/W Volatile PTALATCH direct access to register PTALATCH deviceL.PTAlatch 0b11001111 17 16 - - 3 2 1 0

0x7A24 1 R/W Volatile PTBLATCH direct access to register PTBLATCH deviceL.PTBlatch 0xff 21 20 19 18 7 6 5 4

0x7A25 1 R/W Volatile PTCLATCH direct access to register PTCLATCH deviceL.PTClatch 0xff 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8

0x7A26 1 R/W Volatile PTAALARM direct access to register PTAALARM deviceL.PTAalarm 0b11001111 17 16 - - 3 2 1 0

0x7A27 1 R/W Volatile PTBALARM direct access to register PTBALARM deviceL.PTBalarm 0xff 21 20 19 18 7 6 5 4

0x7A28 1 R/W Volatile PTCALARM direct access to register PTCALARM deviceL.PTCalarm 0xff 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8

0x7A29 1 R/W Volatile PORFLAG Power on flags ow.bootmode.Byte 0xfe

0x7A2A 1 R/W Volatile RSTATE Process Running state ae_runningstate 0x0f - - - - P3 P2 P1 P0

0x7A2B 1 R/W Volatile WSTATE Process Waiting state ae_waitingstate 0x0f P3 P2 P1 P0

0x7A2C

0x7A2D

0x7A2E

0x7A2F

0x7A30

0x7A31

0x7A32

MSB

LSB

CLOCK1 PRESCALE

CLOCK2 PRESCALE

MODE

up to 31 bytes

MODE

MODE

MODE

2 R/W Stable DUTY2B

2 R/W Stable DUTY1B

2 R/W Stable DUTY2A

2 R/W Stable PERIOD2

2 R/W Stable DUTY1A

2 R/W Stable PERIOD1 Period for  pwm 1A and 1B

Period for  pwm 2A and 2B

Duty for pwm1 channel A

Duty for pwm1 channel B

Duty for pwm2 channel A

Duty for pwm2 channel B

2 R/W Stable BAUDDIV
Baud rate divisor. This 13 bit register allow to 

configure serial interface to precise baud rate
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 0x7B00 sequential i/o byte registers 

Address Size

Read 

/Write

content 

type register description

0x7B00 1 R volatile SEQR_SD Read one byte on SDcard 

0x7B00 1 W volatile SEQW_LCDD LCD Write data byte

0x7B01 1 R volatile SEQR_IIC Read one byte on IIC interface

0x7B01 1 W volatile SEQW_LCDC Write control byte on LCD

0x7B02 1 R volatile SEQR_SCI Read one byte on serial interface

0x7B02 1 W volatile SEQW_SD Write one byte on Sdcard

0x7B03 R volatile not implmented

0x7B03 1 W volatile SEQW_IIC Write one byte on I²C interface

0x7B04 R volatile not implmented

0x7B04 1 W volatile SEQW_SCI Write one byte on Serial interface

0x7B05

0x7B05

0x7B05

0x7B05

0x7B05

0x7B05

0x7B05

0x7B05

0x7B05

0x7B05

0x7B05

0x7B05

0x7B05  
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 0x7C00 automation engine global variables 

Address Size Read 

/Write

content 

type

register

description content

0x7C00 96 R/W volatile global array of 96 bytes that can be partitionned as needed 

in AE engine

user defined

The global variable space can be allocated by embedded AE programs via simple variable declaration. This 
memory could also be accessed by 1wire master for read/write. 
 
 
 

 0x7D00 automation engine  stack   

This memory should never be accessed explicitly. It is a memory space internally used by the AE engine.  
 

 0x7E00 function registers 

Address Size

Read 

/Write

content 

type register description
b7

128

b6

64

b5

32

b4

16

b3

8

b2

4

b1

2

b0

1

0x7E00 1 R/W Stable IICC I²C interface configuration  (0=disable,1=100kHz, 

2=400kHz, 3=1MHz)

0x7E01 1 R/W volatile LCDC LCD interface configuration
0 0 1 8B 2L 10D 0 0

0x7E02 2 R/W volatile reserved

0x7E04 1 R/W volatile SDC SDCARD  configuration (0=close, 1=initialise, 2=error)
ERR ST

0x7E05 2 R/W Stable SPIC SPI configuration and speed

0x7E07 2 R/W volatile PC0 Start/stop process 0 by controling Program counter
<------ 16 BIT PROGRAM COUNTER ----->

0x7E09 1 R/W volatile CLATCH Clear latch, writing 1 to this register clear all latches, 

read always 0
CL

0x7E0A 1 R/W Stable SCIC Serial interface configuration (databit, parity) 

0=close, 
9B PAR ODD

0x7E0B 2 R/W volatile PAGECRC Calculate CRC16 of eeprom pages the low bits 

represents pages 0 to 7; writing this register initiate 

CRC calculation of pages, reading provide the result 

of previous calculation

P7 P6 P5 P4 P3 P2 P1 P0

0x7E0D

0x7E0D

0x7E0D

0x7E0D

0x7E0D

0x7E0D

0x7E0D

0x7E0D

0x7E0D

0x7E0D

I²C

SPEED
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0x7F00 data registers 

Address Size Read 

/Write

content 

type register description content

0x7F00 2 R/W volatile ADC0 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F02 2 R/W volatile ADC1 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F04 2 R/W volatile ADC2 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F06 2 R/W volatile ADC3 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F08 2 R/W volatile ADC4 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F0A 2 R/W volatile ADC5 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F0C 2 R/W volatile ADC6 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F0E 2 R/W volatile ADC7 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F10 2 R/W volatile ADC8 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F12 2 R/W volatile ADC9 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F14 2 R/W volatile ADC10 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F16 2 R/W volatile ADC11 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F18 2 R/W volatile ADC12 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F1A 2 R/W volatile ADC13 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F1C 2 R/W volatile ADC14 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F1E 2 R/W volatile ADC15 Value of latest adc conversion (10 bits) 10bit value

0x7F20 4 R/W volatile COUNT0 increments when edges detected on PIO0 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F24 4 R/W volatile COUNT1 increments when edges detected on PIO1 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F28 4 R/W volatile COUNT2 increments when edges detected on PIO2 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F2C 4 R/W volatile COUNT3 increments when edges detected on PIO3 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F30 4 R/W volatile COUNT4 increments when edges detected on PIO4 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F34 4 R/W volatile COUNT5 increments when edges detected on PIO5 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F38 4 R/W volatile COUNT6 increments when edges detected on PIO6 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F3C 4 R/W volatile COUNT7 increments when edges detected on PIO7 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F40 4 R/W volatile COUNT8 increments when edges detected on PIO8 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F44 4 R/W volatile COUNT9 increments when edges detected on PIO9 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F48 4 R/W volatile COUNT10 increments when edges detected on PIO10 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F4C 4 R/W volatile COUNT11 increments when edges detected on PIO11 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F50 4 R/W volatile COUNT12 increments when edges detected on PIO12 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F54 4 R/W volatile COUNT13 increments when edges detected on PIO13 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F58 4 R/W volatile COUNT14 increments when edges detected on PIO14 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F5C 4 R/W volatile COUNT15 increments when edges detected on PIO15 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F60 4 R/W volatile COUNT16 increments when edges detected on PIO16 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F64 4 R/W volatile COUNT17 increments when edges detected on PIO17 DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F68 4 R/W volatile COUNT18 reserved DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F6C 4 R/W volatile COUNT19 reserved DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F70 4 R/W volatile COUNT20 reserved DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F74 4 R/W volatile COUNT21 reserved DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F78 1 R/W stable EALARMC global alarm enable register 8bit value

0x7F79 1
R/W volatile OWIDLETIME

increment each seconds up to 255, reset to zero when device 

selected BYTE value

0x7F7A 4 R/W volatile RTCH realtime counter, increments each seconds DWORD value(32bit)

0x7F7E 1 R volatile RTCL 256th seconds of RTC BYTE value

0x7F7F 2 R/W volatile TIMER1 When enabled, the timer increments on each TPM1 period WORD value

0x7F81 2 R/W volatile TIMER2 When enabled, the timer increments on each TPM2 period WORD value

0x7F83 4 R/W volatile UALARM 32 alarm bits for user needs in AE logic 32 bits

0x7F87 4 R/W stable UALARM_EN Enable bits for user alarm bits 32 bits

0x7F8B 32 R/W volatile USER_ARRAY User byte array- with 1Hz auto decrement on Ncountdown 

the 16 upper bytes are shared with serial receive buffer

array of byte [32]

0x7FAB 16 R/W volatile USER_BYTES byte user register  BYTE[16] values

0x7FBB 32 R/W volatile USER_WORDS word user register WORD[16] values

0x7FDB 32 R/W volatile USER_DW dword user register DWORD[8] 32bit values

0x7FFB 1
R/W stable WATCHDOG1W

watchdog function: max duration in seconds without 1w chip select 

before automatic reset. Zero to disable.

0x7FFC

0x7FFC
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 BAE0911  sub systems 

BAE0911 chip has various  internal functions  that are integrated  as sub-systems: 

 digital i/o. (PIO) 

  analog input (ADC) 

 Analog comparator (ACMP) 

 Counter input (COUNT) 

 Counter encoder (INCR/DECR) 

 Serial interface (RXD/TXD) 

 I²C (SCL/SDA) 

 SPI ( MISO/MOSI/SPCLK/SS) 

 Pulse with modulation and capture I/O (PWM/CAPTURE) 

How pin are multiplexed 

All those internal functions are mapped to physical pins. Some pins share different function that cannot be used 
concurrently. The table below show principal pin assignment and alternate functions available. 
MC9S08SH PIN FUNCTION ALT1 ALT2 ALT3 ALT4 BOARD CON

GND 8 (GND) J2-1

GNDA 7 (GND) J2-1

VCC 5 (VCC) J2-2

VCCA 6 (VCC) J2-2

PTA5 3 DQ_IN J2-4

PTA4 4 DQ_OUT J2-4

PTA0 26 PIO00 ADC00 COUNT00 * INCR00 ACMP+ PA4-3

PTA1 25 PIO01 ADC01 COUNT01 DECR00 ACMP- PA4-4

PTA2 24 PIO02 ADC02 COUNT02 ACMPO PA4-5

PTA3 23 PIO03 ADC03 COUNT03 PA4-6

PTB0 20 PIO04 ADC04 COUNT04 DECR05 RXD PA2-5

PTB1 19 PIO05 ADC05 COUNT05 * INCR05 TXD PA2-6

PTB2 18 PIO06 ADC06 COUNT06 SPCLK PA3-5

PTB3 17 PIO07 ADC07 COUNT07 MOSI PA3-6

PTC0 16 PIO08 ADC08 COUNT08 * INCR08 PWM/CAPTURE 1a PA5-5

PTC1 15 PIO09 ADC09 COUNT09 * INCR09 PWM/CAPTURE 1b PA5-6

PTC2 14 PIO10 ADC10 COUNT10 PA6-4

PTC3 13 PIO11 ADC11 COUNT11 PA6-3

PTC4 2 PIO12 ADC12 COUNT12 DECR17 PA1-4

PTC5 1 PIO13 ADC13 COUNT13 DECR16 PA1-3

PTC6 28 PIO14 ADC14 COUNT14 PA6-5

PTC7 27 PIO15 ADC15 COUNT15 PA6-6

PTA6 22 PIO16 COUNT16 * INCR16 PWM/CAPTURE 2a PA5-3

PTA7 21 PIO17 COUNT17 * INCR17 PWM/CAPTURE 2b PA5-4

PTB4 12 PIO18 MISO PA3-4

PTB5 11 PIO19 SS PA3-3

PTB6 10 PIO20 DECR09 SDA PA1-6

PTB7 9 PIO21 DECR08 SCL PA1-5

all counters are counting on falling edge at a maximum rate of 100Hz with exception of those  marked with(*)

(*) those counters/encoders have a dedicated irq and allows counting also on rising edge and up to 1KHz
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 PIO sub-system 

The PIO pin’s could be used for digital input and digital output.  
To complement the  slow polling nature of the 1-wire protocol, an associated latch bit is retaining the changed 
state of each pio inputs. Additionally, a latched bit can produce alarms. The alarm can be masked individually for 
each pio. 
The alarm behavior is related to conditional 1wire search. 
 
Register related to PIO: 

Mode PIO data bit (READ/WRITE) 
PIODIR0 

... 

PIODIR21 

This bit register control PIO direction: 
0: PIO is configured as input 
1: PIO is configured as output 

 

PIODS0 

... 

PIODS21 

This bit register control PIO drive strength when pio is configured as output: 
0: weak output ~2-4mA 
1: strong output ~10-20mA 
Even though every I/O pin can be selected as high drive strength,  the user must ensure 
that the total current source and sink limits for the device are not exceeded. 

 

PIO0 

... 

PIO21 

 

When PIO configured as  input mode, this register reflect the current level on the pin: 
Read the level present on the PIO pin  
0 :  less than 0.35 x Vcc volts is present to input pin    
1 :  more than 0.7 x Vcc is present  to input pin   
 
When PIO configured as  Output:  
0 : output pin is driven low to GND (sink up to 20mA)   
1 : output pin is driven high to Vcc  (source up to 20mA)   

LATCH0 

... 

LATCH21 

The latch bit is set when the corresponding pio level changed. The latch logic is always 
active, regardless of pio configuration (in, out, pwm, adc) 
The latch bit can be cleared explicitely by writing zero on his register. 
A global clear of all latch bits can be done by writing 1 on clatch register. 
 

ALARM0 

... 

ALARM21 

The alarm configuration bit enable the device to participate to conditional search  when 
the corresponding latch is set 
 

PIOPE0 

... 

PIOPE21 

PIO PULL resistor enable bit configure the corresponding pio pull(up) resistor when the 
bit is set. 
If  the PULLDOWN register is also set, this is a pulldown internal resistor  that is enabled 
else this is a pullup. 

PULLDOWN0 

... 

PULLDOWN8 

The PULLDOWN bit register is only significant when used in conjunction of PIOPE bit. 

 
At startup, all pio pin are configured as input with no pullup/down resistor enabled. (High impedance) 
Writing to an input pin has no effect. 
Reading an output pin reports the last data written. 
 
Each PIO configured with Drive Strenght enabled could individually sink/source up to 20mA.  
However, the total cumulated current allowable for all PIO is limited to 100mA. 
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 ADC sub-system 

The ADC subsystem is globally enabled by setting the ADCEN register to 1. 
When ADC is enabled, a continuous 10 bit analog to digital conversion is performed the 16 ADC pin at a frequency 
of 400Hz. ADC pins are not automatically configured as input when enabling ADC. 
The conversion is performed regardless of pin direction. This means that the adc registers always reflect the 
voltage present on the pin even when a pin is configured as output. This may be useful to sense if a load is 
connected to an output pin. 
 
To ensure that voltage information is coming from the outside, you may want to put the pin in high impedance 
mode. (ie.  configured as input without internal pull resistor enabled). 
 
The analog signal provided to the ADC pins should be in the range 0 to 5V.   
 
As the ADC registers are updated continuously, there are no start conversion command needed, just read the ADC 
register to obtain latest sampled voltage present on the corresponding ADC pin. Reading ADC register is 
immediate and has not to wait for a conversion completion. 
 

 ADC Registers. 

 

REGISTER Description 

ADCEN Global ADC  enable bit – clearing this bit stop the 400Hz continuous adc conversions 

ADC0  
… 
ADC15 

Instantaneous 10 bit adc sample (lower bits of the 16bit register) from corresponding pin. 
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 Analog comparator sub-system (ACMP) 

ACMP is a configurable analog comparator module. 
 
This integrated module allows to compare an input (ACMP-) against a setpoint(ACMP+) and get an automatic 
response on ACMPO by toggling on/off the output. 
 

(pio10) ACMP+

(pio11) ACMP-

ACMPO (pio12)
ACMP

ACMP.cmp_state

ACMP.out_enable

 
 
The analog comparator continuously compare ACMP- against ACMP+ input and set cmp_state according the 
following logic: 
When voltage on ACMP-  become greater than voltage level on ACMP+ the ACMP.state bit become cleared. 
When voltage on ACMP-  become lower than voltage level on ACMP+ the ACMP.state bit become set. 
 
ACMPO can be enabled to follow cmp_state by setting  ACMP.out_enable bit. 
Such feature is useful to setup a thermostat behavior based on comparing a thermistor input vs a potentiometer, 
the heater being controlled by PIO12. 
 
If ACMPO is not required to change automatically, master or AE program can check ACMP.changed bit to handle 
more complex actions. 
 

 ACMP Registers. 

 

REGISTER Description 

ACMP/enable Enable the ACMP integrated module 

ACMP/changed This bit is set when the state has changed. 
This bit remain set even if the state return to initial state. 
The user has to explicitly clear this flag 
It is cleared automatically if out_enable mode is selected 

ACMP/out_enable Allow output to follow automatically cmp_state  

ACMP/cmp_state Read only, this bit represent the comparison of inputs 

ACMP/internal_ref This bit enable internal reference (1.20V)to ACMP+ 
In this case, PIO10 is free for other use. 
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 COUNTER sub-system 

COUNTERs are 32bit registers that increment on transition of signals presented to the corresponding pin. 
There is a total of 18 counters.  

 Twelve slow counters are based on polling at 256Hz and capable of counting falling edges at 100Hz (min 
level duration of 5ms). 

 four fast counters (interrupt based) can handle events up to 5KHz and are configurable as counting rising 
or falling edges. 

 two fast counters (interrupt based) can handle events up to 5KHz on falling edges. 
 
The four fast counters that allow counting on rising/falling edges require additional configuration for selecting 
polarity as shown in the table below. 
 
Counters and associated registers 

Counter

COUNT00* ECOUNT00

COUNT01 ECOUNT01

COUNT02 ECOUNT02

COUNT03 ECOUNT03

COUNT04 ECOUNT04

COUNT05* ECOUNT05

COUNT06 ECOUNT06

COUNT07 ECOUNT07

COUNT08** ECOUNT08 CLKDIV1 MODE1A

COUNT09** ECOUNT09 CLKDIV1 MODE1B

COUNT10 ECOUNT10

COUNT11 ECOUNT11

COUNT12 ECOUNT12

COUNT13 ECOUNT13

COUNT14 ECOUNT14

COUNT15 ECOUNT15

COUNT16** ECOUNT16 CLKDIV2 MODE2A

COUNT17** ECOUNT17 CLKDIV2 MODE2B

registers dependency

 
*denote fast counters based on pio interrupt 
** denote fast counters based on TPM events 
 
Meaning of counters related registers 

REGISTER Description 

COUNT00 
… 
COUNT17 

32bits read-write register representing the current count of the corresponding pin. 

ECOUNT00 
… 
ECOUNT15 

Enable Counter bit 
1 : counter is incrementing on edge events.  
0 : counter is inactive. 

MODE1A 
MODE1B 
MODE2A 
MODE2B 

Polarity of count events for TPM fast counter (see also TPM section for full description) 
0  : counter events not triggered 
4  : Input Capture/count on rising edge only       
8  : Input Capture/count on falling edge only      
12: Input Capture/count on both rising and falling edge     

CLKDIV1 
CLKDIV2 

Set the related TPM clock to 17 to make the fast counter works. 
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 TPM sub-system (Timer Pulse-width Modulator) 

This chip has two independent Timer Pulse Modulator (TPM) sub-systems, each of them control two channels 
(A&B) that can be configured as PWM, input capture, fast counter or output compare.   
 
The TPM functions are shared on same pin of some PIO, ADC and Counter functions. 

PWM/CAPTURE 1a PIO08 ADC08 COUNT08 

PWM/CAPTURE 1b PIO09 ADC09 COUNT09 

PWM/CAPTURE 2a PIO16  COUNT16 

PWM/CAPTURE 2b PIO17  COUNT17 

 TPM MODE   

The mode selection register allow to configure TPM for operating as pwm , input capture, fast counter, output 
compare or disabled for  normal i/o. The mode is individually selectable for each of the four PWM pins. 
There are MODE1A, MODE1B, MODE2A and MODE2B registers. 
pwm/compare mode

0b00000000 0

0b00000100 4

0b00001000 8

0b00001100 12

0b00010100 20

0b00011000 24

0b00011100 28

0b00100100 36

0b00101000 40

Output compare: Set output on compare 

Edge-aligned PWM Low-true pulses (set output on compare)

Edge-aligned PWM High-true pulses (clear output on compare)

Description

Input Capture/count on rising edge only 

Input Capture/count on falling edge only

Input Capture/count on both rising and falling edge

Output compare: Toggle output on compare

Output compare: Clear output on compare

TPM disabled, pin act as a normal I/O

 
The tpm mode register is a 8bit register, however only the specified values in the above table are valid. Any other 
values are filtered out by applying a binary AND operation with 0b00111100. 

 TPM CLOCK 

The TPM prescaler register (CLKDIV) define the base resolution of  the clock used for all pwm/capture operations. 
The CLKDIV is common for two channels. There are  CLKDIV1 and CLKDIV2. 
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CLKDIV 

value

Divisor

8 1 20.00 MHz 50.00 ns 3.28 ms 305.18 Hz to 10.00 MHz

9 2 10.00 MHz 100.00 ns 6.55 ms 152.59 Hz to 5.00 MHz

10 4 5.00 MHz 200.00 ns 13.11 ms 76.29 Hz to 2.50 MHz

11 8 2.50 MHz 400.00 ns 26.21 ms 38.15 Hz to 1250.00 KHz

12 16 1.25 MHz 800.00 ns 52.43 ms 19.07 Hz to 625.00 KHz

13 32 625.00 KHz 1.60 µs 104.86 ms 9.54 Hz to 312.50 KHz

14 64 312.50 KHz 3.20 µs 209.72 ms 4.77 Hz to 156.25 KHz

15 128 156.25 KHz 6.40 µs 419.43 ms 2.384 Hz to 78.13 KHz

16 8 2500.00 KHz 0.40 µs 0.03 s 38.147 Hz to 1250.00 KHz

17 16 1250.00 KHz 0.80 µs 0.05 s 19.073 Hz to 625.00 KHz

18 32 625.00 KHz 1.60 µs 0.10 s 9.537 Hz to 312.50 KHz

19 64 312.50 KHz 3.20 µs 0.21 s 4.768 Hz to 156.25 KHz

20 128 156.25 KHz 6.40 µs 0.42 s 2.384 Hz to 78.13 KHz

21 256 78125.00 Hz 12.80 µs 0.84 s 1.192 Hz to 39062.50 Hz

22 512 39062.50 Hz 25.60 µs 1.68 s 0.596 Hz to 19531.25 Hz

23 1024 19531.25 Hz 51.20 µs 3.36 s 0.298 Hz to 9765.63 Hz

Single tick 

duration

max period (16bits) 

PERIOD=65535 

TPM Clock Frequency range
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 PWM function (mode 40 and 36) 

Pulse Width Modulation function is an efficient way to deliver proportional power to electrical devices by 
controlling the ‘ON’ duration of the cyclic signal of a given frequency. It is used to control light intensity, motor 
rpm, sound tone and volume. PWM signal are also used to control RC/servo motors with high precision. 
The 3 main aspects when defining a PWM signal are: 

 The polarity of pwm  controlled by MODE register 

 The Period controlled by the CLKDIV and the PERIOD registers 

 The Duty cycle: controlled by DUTY registers 
 

In the following illustration, the clock is configured at 10MHz, the period =10 and the duty is 3. This produce a 
1MHz signal with a 30% duty.  

0V

5V

period=10

duty=3

0V

5V

MODE=40

MODE=36 (polarity is inversed)

tick=100ns

CLKDIV=1

 

 PWM related registers 

 

Register/Field Description 

MODE1A, MODE1B, 
MODE2A, MODE2B 

Configure the mode of operation. The two PWM modes are 
40 true high and 36 true low (inverted polarity) 

CLKDIV1, CLKDIV2 Configure the width of a single tick. Values allowed from 0 to 
16. See TPM clock  table for clock divisor values 

PERIOD1, PERIOD2 An internal counter is counting from zero to the period-1 
value at the rate configured by CLKDIV then restart to zero 
counter for corresponding TPM.  
This register defines the period between PWM pulses. 
Period is shared for channel A&B 

DUTY1A, DUTY1B, 
DUTY2A, DUTY2B 

Duration of the pulse for corresponding PWM. 
if DUTY == 0, this will not produce any pulse (0%) 
if DUTY >= PERIODx, this produce a constant level  (100%) 
any value in between produce a repetitive pulse of specified 
width. 
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 Input capture function ( mode=4, 8 and 12)  

When input capture mode is selected, the corresponding pin is configured as input capture. In this mode, the 
device monitor transition of an external signal and catch the current counter value on the duty register. 
The transitions events can be 

 rising edge,  

 falling edge 

 both edges  
Use the mode register to select triggering on the wanted event. 
 
The input capture function allows to measure pulse width (or duty) of external signals. 
(To be continued) 

 Output capture function ( mode=20,  24 and 28)  

 
(To be continued) 
 

 Serial communication interface 

The serial interface allow full duplex data transmission with lot of devices 
The baud rate is configurable with the BAUDDIV register, rates  from 300bauds to 600Kbauds are possible 
The interface state and and data format is controlled by SCIC register. 
Data transmission is done via SEQW_SCI transaction.  
Data reception is done via SEQR_SCI transaction.  A 16 bytes receive ring buffer allows reliable reception of short 
messages. Reception of longer messages is possible by embedding AE behaviors. 
 

 SCIC configuration register 

SCIC Description 

0 Serial interface disabled, TX and RX pins act as PIO 

1 N,8,1  (parity: None, 8 databits, 1 stopbit) 

2 E,7,1  (parity: Even, 7 databits, 1 stopbit) 

3 O,7,1  (parity: Odd, 7 databits, 1 stopbit) 

18 E,8,1  (parity: Even, 8 databits, 1 stopbit) 

19 O,8,1  (parity: Odd, 8 databits, 1 stopbit) 

 

 BAUDDIV register 

The BAUDDIV register controls the baudrate of the serial interface.  
BAUDDIV is a divisor applied to an internal reference clock (1.25MHz) to obtain the effective baud rate. 
 
This baud rate divisor table represent the most common rates.  

Baud rate BAUDDIV %error

300 bauds 4167 0%

1200 bauds 1042 0%

4800 bauds 260 0%

9600 bauds 130 0%

19200 bauds 65 0%

38400 bauds 33 -1%

57600 bauds 22 -1%

115200 bauds 11 -1%

250000 bauds 5 0%  
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Any other values are ofcourse possible for using more exotic baud rate. 
You an use the formulae below to calculate correct divisor 
 

The divisor is calculated as follow: 
Baudrate

BAUDDIV
1250000

  

 

 Serial communication example with owfs : collect solar inverter logging data 

 
#set the baud rate to 9600: 

echo 130 >/tmp/ow/FC.000000000404/911/serial/baud_divisor 

#open the serial interface 

echo 1 >/tmp/ow/FC.000000000404/911/serial/init 

todo 

 Serial communication example with AutomationEngine : Door control with RFID 

 
Todo 
 

Read one byte at a time from the serial interface and store value in an temporary buffer. 
When CR or LF is encountered, store buffer in the history array with timestamp and verify if the buffer 
match one of the authorized id’s. 
If the id is found in the array, activate the green led and door latch for 5 seconds else blink the red led. 
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RTC configuration 

The RTC is a 32 bit read/write register that increments once every second.  It starts at 0 at power-up. 
The RTC value could be set by user to represent timestamp. 
 

RTC RTC 32 bits register 

bits 0..32 This 32 bit register increments every second, 
writing this register is allowed 

 
 

RTCC RTC configuration bits 

STP RTC stop bit 
0 : RTC is incrementing every second. (default) 
1 : RTC is stopped. 

 
The RTC clock is factory calibrated. The precision is ±0.5% 
 

 ALARM configuration 

The alarm registers controls how the device responds to conditional search 1-Wire command.  
Two alarm type are available: 

 EALARM: Event Alarms (transition) : they are cleared when read from master 

 CALARM: Conditional Alarms : they are set as long as the condition exist. 
 
Each alarm type has eight user configurable alarm conditions that could be masked by a corresponding ENanble 
register. 
A masked alarm prevents the slave to participate to conditional search even if this alaram condition occurs. 
The EALARMC and CALARMC registers enable corresponding alarm bits to participate to conditional search if the 
bit is set. Clearing the bit neutralize participation to conditional search. 
 
 

REGISTER DESCRIPTION 

EALARM Event ALARM bits, the bits are cleared when read from the master 

EALARMC Event ALARM configuration bits. 
bits set to 0 will neutralize participation to conditional search ROM command 
bits set to 1 will enable response to conditional search ROM command 

CALARM Conditional ALARM bits, the bits are not cleared when read from the master, they are set and 
cleared by internal AE logic 

CALARMC Condition ALARM configuration bits. 
bits set to 0 will neutralize participation to conditional search ROM command 
bits set to 1 will enable response to conditional search ROM command 
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 Some board examples: 

 

The BAE0911 railbox  
 

 

The BAE0911 railbox with enclosure 
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 Recovering a failing chip 

 
The BAE chips are microcontroller based. They are factory programmed to present specific 1-wire functionalities. 
The embedded software is composed of a bootstrap and a firmware.  The bootstrap part is static and cannot be 
altered without special hardware. This part contains 1-wire communication stack and the firmware update code. 
The second part, the firmware, is upgradable and contains the functionalities advertised by the device.    
There are some situations that could alter the device behavior. 

 Question & Answer 

 
Q. Firmware upgrades failure. 

The device functionality is assured by the upgradable part of the firmware a failure during upgrade process 
will alter normal behavior of the chip. 

A. In case of failure during upgrade, the chip automatically restarts in firmware update mode waiting for a new 
firmware to be re-installed, just restart the firmware procedure to restore full functionalities 

 
Q. Firmware bug. 

Even if we carefully test released firmware’s, the risk to encounter a software bug in cannot be totally 
excluded. Also, less stable beta versions will be proposed to testers. 

A. If such a problem is suspected, re-install a known stable firmware version (downgrade is always possible).  
If the device even refuses to respond to firmware commands, see below to force firmware update mode. 

 
Q. Device is not responding to firmware command. 
A. The device could be forced to firmware update mode with the following manipulation: maintain the DQin pin 

low and power up the chip, then releases DQ. This will force the device to start in firmware upgrade mode. 
You have 40 seconds to start a new firmware upload.  

 
Q. Out of range settings. 

The settings related to frequencies are the more subject to put CPU under heavy stress. Limit checks would 
normally prevent to put the device in an unresponsive state.   But using multiple resources at the limits in 
unfavorable situations like weak network reliability could put the chip on the knees. 

A. Power cycling the device will solve the situation. This could become a concern if the offending settings are 
automatically set via autoexec feature from user flash.  For such situations, a special reset firmware file is 
available in the download section. Install this firmware with recovery procedure. This reset firmware erases 
all user data and firmware stored in the chip. Once erased, re-flash the virgin chip with a valid firmware. 

 
Q. Out of frequency external signal. 

Chip has COUNTER input pin that trigger a software interrupt on level transition of the external signal 
connected to the corresponding pin. A frequency out of range could consume every available CPU cycle. Such 
situation could prevent to communicate normally with the chip. 

A. Remove the offending signal to revert to a stable situation. 
 
Q. Inactive mode. 

If the chip is powered on with the DQout pin forced low, the device will be put in inactive mode with all pins 
in high impedance mode. In that mode, the chip is totally disabled.  

A. Disconnect the circuit that force the DQout pin low and cycle power on the device. 
 
Q. Out of range electrical signal. 
A. Such situation should be avoided with adequate isolation circuit and protection components. Exceeding 

maximum electrical characteristics could cause permanent damage to the device.  
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Q. Breaking the secured flash code.  
It is not possible to access the internal code even with adequate microcontroller programming tools.  

A. Attempting this will definitively erase the protected bootstrap firmware and void the device. 

 Support 

Online support is available via the forum on www.brain4home.eu and via the discussion list.  
To subscribe, list-subscribe@brain4home.eu 

 Availability 

Chips and boards can be ordered online on www.brain4home.eu 

 Condition of use 

The BAE chips are intended for hobbyist usage and are not approved for use where it constitute or may constitute 
a danger to human life or health.  

 Terms of license 

The software embedded in the chips is protected by copyright laws. Customer is not allowed to reverse engineer, 
decompile, or disassemble the embedded software. 
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